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About This Game

MASTER THE ART OF WAR
In the darkest age of Japan, endless war leaves a country divided. It is the middle of the 16th Century in Feudal Japan. The

country, once ruled by a unified government, is now split into many warring clans. Ten legendary warlords strive for supremacy
as conspiracies and conflicts wither the empire. Only one will rise above all to win the heart of a nation as the new shogun...The

others will die by his sword.
Take on the role of one Daimyo, the clan leader, and use military engagements, economics and diplomacy to achieve the

ultimate goal: re-unite Japan under his supreme command and become the new Shogun – the undisputed ruler of a pacified
nation.

Game Features

Total War: SHOGUN 2 features enhanced full 3D battles via land and sea, which made a name for the series, as well as the
tactical campaign map that many refer to as the heart and soul of Total War. Featuring a brand new AI system inspired by the
scriptures that influenced Japanese warfare, the millennia old Chinese “Art of War”, the Creative Assembly brings the wisdom
of Master Sun Tsu to Total War: SHOGUN 2. Analysing this ancient text enabled the Creative Assembly to implement easy to

understand yet deep strategical gameplay.

CONQUER the islands of Japan in the 16th century. Lead vast armies of samurai and fleets of giant warships into
breathtaking real-time battles.
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BUILD your kingdom on the inviting and turn-based campaign map. Wield economic, political, and military power to
amass wealth, armies, and influence.

SCHEME according to the "Art of War" by Sun Tzu. Use fire and siege tactics, spies and assassins to adapt to the ever-
changing conditions on the battlefield and throughout your kingdom.

BATTLE ONLINE and experience the main campaign in two-player mode. Then join epic online battles with up to 8
players and lead your online army to glory in special campaigns.

New to Total War in SHOGUN 2

New RPG skills and experience for your Generals and Agents.

New Multi-stage Sieges - scaling the walls is only the beginning!

New Hero units inspire your men and carve through the enemy.

New rotating 3D campaign map.
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Title: Total War: SHOGUN 2
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
CREATIVE ASSEMBLY, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
SEGA, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Franchise:
Total War
Release Date: 14 Mar, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / Vista / XP

Processor: 2 GHz Intel Dual Core processor / 2.6 GHz Intel Single Core processor, or AMD equivalent (with SSE2)

Memory: 1GB RAM (XP), 2GB RAM (Vista / Windows7)

Graphics: 256 MB DirectX 9.0c compatible card (shader model 3)

DirectX®: DirectX 9.0c

Hard Drive: 32GB free hard disk space

Screen Resolution: 1024x768 minimum

English,Czech,French,German,Italian,Polish,Russian
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The game is a cheap version of the real game instead of just copy/pasting the game they just made it eaven more terrible
i can never find a game and the only 2 Conection points are appstore and steam witch aperantly no one buys here
you can see really game breaking glitches like in Acention monkeys sometimes glitch out and you never see them and you
infinatley stuck in the same round it happend to me 2 times and also sometimes zombies turn invisible in multiplayer you coud
say it's lagg but me and the (only person i found) had 280 to 260 ping, the screen is cut, you cant inprove your graphics?? only
Full screen and lighting the game makes it imposible to eaven socialize with the only peapole you meat eaver because there is no
support from mic or character speach commands. it annoys me how no one is caring about Pc gaming the only games that i
played that are equal or better on the pc than in console are Minecraft (not on steam) Fallout 3 and new vegas also skyrim
and also the only thing that this game did right is that it atleast cared about the Mac community and it reduced the cuality
anyway i have black ops in pc mac xbox and ps3 and this is what i get... i whas a very big fan now i am highley disapointed
you need to fix this trearch specialy now that your loosing fans for doing the same crap every year my rating 45/100. Warning:
does not work, at all. I walked around the house for 10 minutes and nothing happened. I saw the store page video and nothing
like that happens in VR. So basically, you're paying to walk around a Unity asset house layout.. A sumptuous homage to the
isometric action adventure games popularised by companies such as Ultimate in the eighties, brought up to date with graphics
and polish from the modern era. The level design perfectly walks the line between exploration and hair-pulling frustration
(although you’ll always want to have *just one more* go) and the game is festooned with tributes to games and game developers
from that era.

If you're a fan of games like Knight Lore, Head over Heels, Sweevo's World and their ilk or just fancy trying something
different from the usual fare, I'd highly recommend it.. this is terrible, wish i refunded when i had the chance. It's a fun game if
you like NASCAR, I just wish more people would play and online would liven up a bit more. I wouldn't say the online is dead,
alot of the issue is people think it's dead... Everytime I've played, there's never an open server, appearing to be no one online,
but every single time me and my buddy open up a game and cuz there are no other games, people join us and we've gotten up to
5 people in <30 Mins, so it's not booming but you can play online.. Recommended. \ud83d\udc4d
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Grate game! Really recomand to anyone who likes to explore every thing.. this is ugly but one hundred percent better than my
wife :)
she will never read it, because she is too stupid. *_* S.E.A.L.E.D FASHIONISTAS CLUB *_*. not bad for outstanding !! 6/10.
A good standard tower defense game. Still requires a bit of polishing regardling the graphics but fun to play. Customising your
towers is an important part of the game and getting it wrong causes the level to fall apart quickly.. Not what I expected from a
Painkiller game. I loved the Black edition, but this is just not good. Extremely long load times, like I thought it had crashed
since it was taking so long. Its not evident where to go which is annoying. Bugs. Didn't keep my saves properly causing me to
have to replay parts. Skip this one and move on.

Feral Interactive Competition:
Feral Interactive are hosting a Fall Of The Samurai competition on Facebook!

For a chance to enter and win a Steam key for either Mac or Windows
and an A1 Total War: SHOGUN 2- Fall Of The Samurai poster, click the link below.

Feral Facebook Page [www.facebook.com]
. Pre-Purchase Now - Total War: THREE KINGDOMS:
Total War: THREE KINGDOMS is Now Available for Pre-Purchase on Steam!

Three heroes, sworn to brotherhood in the face of tyranny, rally support for the trials ahead. Scenting opportunity, warlords
from China’s great families follow suit, forming a fragile coalition in a bid to challenge Dong Zhuo’s remorseless rule. Will they
triumph against the tyrant, or will personal ambition shatter their already crumbling alliance and drive them to supremacy?
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